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Best armor enchantments for pvp minecraft

Closed. This question is based on opinion. It does not currently accept answers. Do you want to improve this question? Update the question to answer it with facts and citations by editing this message. Closed seven years ago. What is the most powerful collection of enchantment for minecraft that would prove to be the most affordable of
the PVP? By best, I mean, bring down players faster and protect me more, but does not replace the enchantments of other objects. Helmet -&gt; Chest plate -&gt; Leggings -&gt; Boots -&gt; Sword -&gt; Respond by setting the maximum allowed amount and best enchantment arrows for these items. What I have. It's worked for me so far.
but on the other hand, I only play singleplayer, so your results may vary: Sword: Unbreaking III Sharpness V Repair Looting III Knockback II Diamond Helmet: Breath III Aqua Affinity Protection IV Unbreaking III Repair Diamond Breast Plate: Protection IV Unbreaking III Repair Diamond Leggings: Unbreaking III Protection IV Repair
Diamond Boots: Depth Strider III Feather Fall IV Unbreaking III Protection IV Repair : Power V Punch II Flame Infinity Unbreaking III Mend that with the bow, if you play 1.11.2, you can't get anything in it. Either one of them. I managed to get one because I made mine in 1.11. Enchanting armor in Minecraft should be a priority. Especially
when you venture into more dangerous areas like the Underworld. If you're going to the end, you definitely want fully enchanted gear to maximize your chances of survival. Some Minecraft armored items share the same enchantment, while items like pearls and boots both offer more unique ones. There are also curses (such as the curse
of disappearance or the curse of bondage), which instead offers negative effects. Below is a list of all minecraft's best armor enchantments. For more of this kind of content, check out our dedicated enchantment guides, where we're covered with all minecraft tools. How to enchant armor To start an enchanting table that requires 4
Obsidians, 2 diamonds and one book. However, you will need at least 5 diamonds as 3 it is necessary to create Diamond Pickaxe to mine Obsidian.Typical enchanting room minecraftOn you have an enchanting table, it is surrounded by 15 bookshelves to get maximum level enchantment from it. Then you can go ahead and place your
armor inside, where you can enchant them for the price of levels and Lapis Lazil. If you carry enchanted books, you can instead use analyt where you can combine books with the weapon or armor of your choice. It is recommended to have a level of 30 or higher to use the Enchanting Table. Best Minecraft Armor EnchantmentsAs
previously mentioned, there are plenty of enchantments available, and some only work on certain armored targets. Below is my opinion on minecraft's best armor enchantments. This list is a personal opinion, and you depending on your style of play, you want to change any of these. Protection (IV): Enchanting protection in any armor
increases the reduction in damage. For each level of this enchantment absorbs 4% additional damage, so the upper limit is 16%. Correction (I): You can't get a mentation from a craft table, you need to find it. However, it is one of Minecraft's best enchantments as it automatically repairs your armor when collecting experience samples.
Unbreaking (III): Use unbreakable enchantment, and you'll notice that your Minecraft armor lasts much longer. Unbreaking allows the durability of objects not to drop when used. At the highest Unbreaking level, armor should last on average about 40% longer. Thorns (III): Thorns enchantment causes enemies to get damage when they hit
you. At each level (up to 3), it increases the 15% chance of enemies taking 1-4 damage. You can't get Thorns from an enchanting table, you have to find it in the form of a book. Blast Protection (IV): You can massively reduce explosion damage with this Enchantment, saving you from explosions through TNT or Creepers. At its highest
level, Blast Protection reduces damage from explosions by 32% (8% per level). Ammunition Protection (IV): This might be most useful in PvP, where you get damage from enemy players using bows. While it also helps Skeletons, Ghasts, Tridents and Shulkers in survival mode, providing 32% protection at the maximum level. Firefighting
(IV): Taking fire damage is probably the least of your worries in Minecraft, so prioritize this enchantment last. It not only reduces fire damage, but also the duration for which you are on fire. READ: How to Download, Install &amp; Play Minecraft Sky Factory 4Tother Enchantments to ConsiderThere are other enchantments that are useful
only in certain situations. Whether you want to prioritize these or not is up to you. Feather fall (IV): Only compatible with boots, Feather Falling dramatically reduces the amount of damage caused by falling in Minecraft. Reduces the number of 2 hearts per level, a total of 8 hearts. Aqua Infinity (I): By putting Aqua Infinity on your helmet, you
can mine underwater at the same speed as in the Superworld. Underwater mining speed is 5x slow, but with Aqua Infinity this is ignored. Frost Walker (II): Finally, we have Frost Walker. This enchantment can be placed on the boots, and when it is obtained, you can walk on water. When you walk on water, it turns into ice below you,
allowing you to travel around the map much faster. You can only get this enchantment from prey such as treasure chests and trading. How to get treasure enchantments in MinecraftTreasure Enchantments are the ones you can't get from an enchanting table. Right now, these are the curse of bondage, the curse of disappearance, Frost
Walker, And Thorns. The first two you probably don't want because they're damned enchantments, but the other 3 are incredibly useful. Desert Temple, one place to discover Enchantments There are a few ways to get them. The first is commerce. Head to the Village (or make a village) and get a librarian. Librarians sell enchanted books
and often sell these rarer to emeralds. Otherwise, you can find them occasionally by fishing or inside treasure chests found in villages, dungeons, temples and other structures. Another day, another list of enchantments. This time, well, talk about the 9 best Minecraft armor enchantments. We all love protection, and we all love good armor.
All sorts of gameplay, whether it's fighting king or MMO, we all encourage a better gear or, in this case, better armor for our needs. But sometimes being wearing armor is not the best thing you can do. The reason why enchantments exist is better for gaming, and that's why I'm going to list the best enchantments you should really focus on,
especially with your armor. Best Minecraft armor enchantment9. Binding Curse Has no idea why you would use this first of all, but if you do, make sure you don't run on Survival or Hardcore. This enchantment is more than a curse, hence the name, more than enchanting that its name. The curse of bonding is an enchantment that you can
wear in your armor if you feel masochistic to some extent. You can't use this because it prevents the cursed object from getting rid of its curse. It's a damned enchantment, and I recommend using this enchantment if you're trolling.8. The curse of disappearing is the enchantment you use if you're really not so eager to give free armor when
you die, or you're trying to role-play Dark Souls. This isn't really recommended, especially for survival or hardcore, apart from PvP. You really don't want to lose your armor when you die, because that's what this enchantment is for.7. Firefighting Firefighting is an enchantment that allows you to reduce the amount of fire damage you have
caused. This is very useful for underground agriculture, when you are most of the time, stepping on lava if you are not very careful. I can't really put this higher on the list because you barely face fire damage unless you walk on it or are in PvP content.6. Explosion protection Your standard explosive protection against explosions. This
enchantment is very useful against C4 creatures called creepers and you really don't want any of them around you unless you're trying to look cool with all the explosions, Michael Bay style. I don't see any benefit to this shelter unless you lure yourself into a pool of creeps or plan New Year's Eve with TNT. This is exceptionally useful if and
only if you intend to cultivate Thorns When it comes to underrated enchantments, Thorns is up there looking at everyone. Thorns is an enchantment that harms your enemies if they hurt you, just like in real life, except in Minecraft, it's automatic. Spikes are exceptionally useful in most situations, even PVP. The downside of using this mod
is that you're stuck repairing your armor for the most part because it takes endurance points to hit back, but the amount of damage (up to 4 hearts) is crazy. At level 7, you can hit 100% of incoming damages directly to your opponents.4. Ammunition protection When riding large dungeons and nests, you will encounter a lot of different
enemies. They can be quite annoying to duck and deal with because they are usually in groups most of the time, and they are really keen to snin you. Fortunately, there is an enchantment that will help you deal with their BS, which you are reading right now. Munitions protection reduces damage caused by all types of ammunition, with the
exception of damage caused by doTs such as poison and withers. Make sure you equip one if you're in the fields where some son of a brings a bow to a sword fight.3. UnbreakingUnbreaking is the enchantment you really need, especially halfway through a game where resource management is one of your enemies. Of course, you don't
die from a lack of resources, but repairing items can be a problem from time to time. Unbreaking is an enchantment that helps you manage these resources, because once installed in your arsenal, you have the possibility that the product in question will not consume zero durability points. If he doesn't like you, I don't know which.2.
MendingSimply puts on, you have infinite endurance as long as you keep killing enemies. Your armor symbolizes how great a mass murderer you are. The fix is an enchantment that consumes XP samples to repair armor, reducing downtime, especially when going back and forth from your base to your hunting areas.1.
ProtectionProtection is forced in every armor, especially on the breast plates. Since your body has the highest impact box of all parts of the body, it is incredibly important that you use the maximum level of protection in your armor to keep the healing as little as possible and keep the DPS running. You have reduced damage from all
external sources, except lingering, like poison. Final thoughts When it comes to breast plates, it's important that you prioritize getting less damage more than benefits. Healing is a good thing, but I prefer armor values mathematically to infinite healing armor. I don't think it's very realistic, although when you're looking for a challenge, I don't
really recommend Fixing as it cuts off the fun of not having to worry about fixing at all. All in all, I think it's very important to maximize DPS and armor external sources of damage, because it means that you have a greater output with outgoing damage, since you never have to worry much about healing and such. Just practice dodging or
dodging. Maximizing protection does not mean that you are immune to damage, so be careful with it. You might also be interested in:
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